1. …. has grown since its humble beginnings that it is now overwhelmed by its own greatness.’ – Livy

2. In the meantime, Darius' captains, having collected large forces, were encamped on the further
bank of the river ……….., and it was necessary to fight, as it were, in the gate of Asia for an entrance
into it – Plutarch

3. Finally, in a sort of passion, as though he were casting calculation aside and abandoning himself to
whatever lay in store for him, making use too of the expression which is frequently used by those
who are on the point of committing themselves to desperate and unpredictable chances, ‘Alea iacta
est’ 'Let the die be cast,' he said, and with these words hurried to cross the river. – Plutarch

4. “They are the most ignorant people I have ever conquered. They cannot be taught music.” – Julius
Caesar

5. “The cloud could best be described as more like an umbrella pine than any other tree, because it
rose high up in a kind of trunk and then divided into branches. I imagine that this was because it
was thrust up by the initial blast until its power weakened and it was left unsupported and spread
out sideways under its own weight.” Pliny the Younger to Tacitus

6. 'Anon he finds him, Striking too short at Greeks; his antique sword, Rebellious to his arm, lies where
it falls, Repugnant to command: unequal match'd, Pyrrhus at Priam drives; in rage strikes wide; But
with the whiff and wind of his fell sword The unnerved father falls. William Shakespear - HAMLET
ACT II Scene II

7. But Dido, trembling, wild with brooding over Her dread design, rolling her blood-shot eyes, Her
quivering cheeks suffused with spots, bursts through The inner threshold of the house, and mounts
With frantic look the lofty funeral pile[.] Virgil

8. “My name is Nobody.” Homer

9. I am not afraid of an army of lions led by a sheep; I am afraid of an army of sheep led by a lion.
Alexander the Great

10. Our form of government does not enter into rivalry with the institutions of others. Our government
does not copy our neighbours', but is an example to them. It is true that we are called a democracy,
for the administration is in the hands of the many and not of the few. Thucydides, Pericles' Funeral
Oration

11. The last time I’d seen the Minotaur, he’d been wearing nothing but his tighty whities. I don’t know
why. Maybe he’d been shaken out of bed to chase me. – Rick Riordan

12. "I understand too well the dreadful act I'm going to commit, but my judgement can't check my
anger, and that incites the greatest evils human beings do." Medea – Euripides
It all started from here, where Jason met Medea!
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